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Figure 1. sn-RNA sequence analysis of trigeminal neurons from uninjured control mice. (a) Schematic representation of strategy used for selective sn-sequencing of trigeminal neurons. (b) UMap representation of cluster analysis for sn-data from 7546 trigeminal neurons; each cluster is assigned a distinct color. The designations (C1–C13) are based on earlier single cell data (Nguyen et al., 2017) and do not distinguish between the new classes of cells identified here (see Supplementary file 4 for detailed description of trigeminal neural classes). Several prominent genes that help distinguish the classes are listed. (c) Expression profiles of select genes in the UMap representation with relative cellular expression colored as indicated by the scale-bar. The expression profiles highlight the segregation of gene expression between clusters.
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Isolation of trigeminal neurons modifies cellular expression of genes. (a) Relative expression (see scale-bar) of immediate early genes *Fos* and *Egr1* as well as injury response genes *Atf3* and *Gal* in a tSNE representation of single cell sequencing data (Nguyen et al., 2017) shows that these transcripts were present in many cells. (b) Representative images of ISH for *Fos* and *Egr1* (green) in the trigeminal ganglion demonstrate little or no expression in vivo; gray image: expression of the pan-neuronal probe *Tubb3*, detected by double labeling; scale-bar = 100 μm. (c) Expression of the four genes in the sn-data is almost undetectable. (d) Double label ISH showing that expression of *Atf3* and *Gal* (green) versus *Tubb3* (gray) match predictions from sn-data rather than the earlier single cell analysis (Nguyen et al., 2017).
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Figure 2. Analysis of trigeminal neurons two days after IOT. (a) UMap representation of sn-cluster analysis from 4611 trigeminal neurons isolated 2 days after IOT. Each cluster is assigned a distinct color and new injury-related clusters I1 and I2 are circled. The designations of uninjured neurons (C1–C13) are based on earlier single cell data (Nguyen et al., 2017) and do not distinguish between the new classes of cells identified here (see Supplementary file 4 for detailed description of trigeminal neural classes). (b) Expression profiles of select injury-related genes (relative cellular expression colored as indicated by the scale-bar) highlight strong upregulation of these genes in the I1 and I2 clusters (circled). (c) Re-clustered data: excluding genes that were prominently up- or down-regulated in injured neurons from analysis. I1 and I2 class cells (circled) still segregate from uninjured cell classes. (d–g) Representative images of double label ISH for Atf3 (red) and select genes (green) in trigeminal ganglia from control mice (upper panels) and animals 2 days after IOT (lower panels), illustrate (d, e) down-regulation of expression of several key genes (green) in injured neurons labeled by Atf3 (red). (f) There was less effect on expression of Piezo2 (green) in Atf3-positive cells (red); (g) Gal (green) was detected in a subset of injured neurons expressing Atf3 (red). (e) Lower magnification image showing that Scn10a (green) is almost totally excluded from regions of the ganglion where many neurons express Atf3 (red); scale bars = 100 μm for both magnifications; see Supplementary file 1 for quantitation and statistical analysis of ISH data.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Characterization of trigeminal neurons two days after spared nerve injury. (a) Heatmap showing expression of marker genes in classes of trigeminal neuron identified 2 days after injury. The five markers best identifying each class were determined from the sn-data; any marker is only plotted once; each column represents one cell. Increasing relative expression level is indicated: purple (low) to black (average) to yellow (high). Bars above the heatmap are colored and named to match Figure 2a. The injury-related classes I1 and I2 are highlighted by red boxes, and injury markers are indicated by green boxes. Note the low expression of most trigeminal neuron markers in I1 and I2. (b) Representative images of double label ISH demonstrating extensive co-expression of Atf3 (red) and other injury-related transcripts (green); scale-bar = 100 μm. (c) Expression of injury-related transcripts in the clustering of sn-data shown in Figure 1c. Note that injured cells and injury-related transcripts still segregate from other trigeminal neural classes in injured cells (circled). DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.49679.006
Figure 2—figure supplement 2. Differences between I1 and I2 classes of injured neurons and relationship to uninjured neurons. Gene expression in the sn-analysis shown in Figure 2 (relative expression indicated by scale-bar). Selected genes highlight expression differences between the two injured neurons classes I1 and I2 (labeled and circled in red). Most of these genes are also expressed in uninjured neurons; in each case classes expressing higher levels of the transcript are also identified (see Figure 1 for details). Genes selectively detected in I1 generally are expressed in large diameter neurons (classes C4-C6) whereas genes that mark I2 are mainly detected in other classes. This suggests that traces of original neural class are preserved in the injured neurons, with I1 derived from large diameter neurons and I2 from smaller cells. Note that Ntng1, which marks a subset of C4 and C5 neurons only labels a subset of the I1 cluster further supporting these conclusions. Also shown are Gfra1 and Gal expression: these genes are selectively upregulated in I1 and I2 cells (respectively). See Supplementary file 2 for additional details of gene expression differences between the I1 and I2 classes.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 3. GO-analysis of genes that are differentially expressed in I1 and I2. GO-analysis was carried out for genes that were identified as upregulated in one injured class relative to the other; all significantly enriched terms are shown. Both sets of genes identified several GO-terms that were significantly over-represented by I1 (red), I2 (blue) or both sets of markers (purple). Note that the term sensory perception of pain (GO:0019233) is over-represented by I2-enriched genes in keeping with predictions from sn-analysis that it is likely to be composed of injured small diameter neurons.
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Figure 3. Stability of the IOT induced injured neural state. (a) UMap representation of sn-data: co-clustering of 20,692 trigeminal neurons from control uninjured mice and from mice at day 2, day 7, day 21, day 75 after IOT; injury-related classes I1 and I2 are circled; colors distinguish clusters identified in this analysis. (b) Expression of select genes (relative cellular expression indicated by the scale-bar) shows down-regulation of several key somatosensory genes in the injured neurons (circled) and upregulation of injury-related transcripts. (c) Cells from each of the four time-points after injury (green) are shown separately in UMap representations. For comparison the uninjured control data (red) are included in each plot. Throughout the time-course, both the injured neurons (circled) and uninjured neural classes remained stable in this representation of multidimensional space. Notably, however, the number of injured neurons decreased at 21 and 75 days. (d) UMap representation showing expression of three injury induced genes (gray, no expression; red, expression; injured cell-classes circled). Note that Lmo7 shows decreased expression after Day 2, whereas expression of Nts and Npy increases at these later time-points. (e) Representative images of triple label ISH using probes for the injury induced neuropeptides Gal (blue), Nts (red) and Npy (green) expose the complex co-expression patterns of these genes after IOT and upregulation of Nts and Npy at later time-points; scale-bar = 100 μm.
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**Figure 4.** Several types of peripheral injury triggered gene expression changes paralleling those induced by IOT. Representative images of double label ISH, (Atf3, red) illustrate. (a) upregulation of other injury-related genes (green) and (b) down regulation of key somatosensory transcripts (green) in damaged neurons expressing Atf3. Uninjured control mice typically showed no Atf3 expression (top panels). In contrast three types of mild peripheral injury, IOT sham surgery, facial injury and lesions to the head and neck resulting from scratching (lower panels) induced Atf3-expression in a subset of regionally localized trigeminal neurons. Time points analyzed here were 2 days after injury for IOT sham surgery and facial injury models; scale-bar = 100 μm, see Supplementary file 1 for quantitation of data.
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Figure 5. Neurons damaged by facial injury or scratching induce the same transcriptomic states as SNI. (a) Co-clustering of sn-data (40,359 trigeminal neurons from a combination of control uninjured mice; mice at day 2, day 7, day 21, day 75 after SNI; facial injury-day 2, and scratch lesion models), each cluster is assigned a distinct color and injury-related classes I1 and I2 are circled. The designations (C1–C13) are based on earlier single cell data (Nguyen et al., 2017) and do not distinguish between the new classes of cells identified here (see Supplementary file 4 for detailed description of trigeminal neural classes). (b) Separate UMap plots of the data from the control, SNI-day 2, face injury and scratch injury models in the combined clustering; uninjured cells, gray, I1 cells, green; I2 cells, red; injured classes are circled. Note that both types of peripheral injury produce the same classes of injured cells as SNI; in both cases the proportion of I2 cells was higher than after nerve transection. Uninjured neurons cluster just as in control animals for all three injury models. (c) Injury induced transcripts Atf3 and Gal were prominently expressed by injured neural classes (circled) in all three models; relative expression colored as indicated by scale-bar. However, peripheral injury also up-regulated expression of Gal in C7-10 cells in line with ISH results (Figure 3).
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Figure 5—figure supplement 1. Peripheral injury induces gene expression changes matching those triggered by cutting major nerve branches. (a) Cluster analyses of sn-data from 8660 trigeminal neurons isolated from mice with facial injury (left panel) and 7829 neurons from mice with scratch lesion (right panel). Injured neurons (black) are circled; other colors denote distinct clusters of cells, designations (C1–C13) are based on earlier single cell data (Nguyen et al., 2017). (b) Gene expression in the sn-analyses shown in (a), scale-bar indicates relative expression level; injured cells are circled. (c) Dot plot representation of gene expression in the cluster analysis shown in Figure 5; control data are not included for injured cells because very few control neurons were identified as clustering in either I1 or I2 (Figure 5). Dot color indicates dataset: uninjured control (green); SNI-day 2 (blue); facial injury (red); scratch lesion (purple). Relative expression level color-coded from gray to pure color (see scale-bar); the percent of neurons expressing a gene is depicted by dot size (lower scale). Note the highly consistent gene expression patterns in all clusters before and after injury, regardless of injury type. One exception is integrin beta 6 Itgb6, which was not upregulated in many cells after facial injury but was expressed in I1 and I2 in the other models. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.49679.012
Figure 5—figure supplement 2. Additional quantitation of genes up- and downregulated in injured trigeminal neurons. Dot plot representation of gene expression in the cluster analysis shown in Figure 5. Dot color indicates dataset: uninjured control (green); SNI-day 2 (blue); SNI-day 7 (cyan); facial injury (red); scratch lesion (purple); uninjured neurons have been pooled according to predicted size: large diameter (C4-6); small diameter (C1–3/ C7-13). Relative expression level color-coded from gray to pure color as indicated; the percent of neurons expressing a gene is depicted by dot size (indicated). Control data are not included for injured cells because very few control neurons were identified as clustering in either I1 or I2 (Figure 5). Note many upregulated and most down regulated genes show great similarity in all injury models but some upregulated transcripts (boxed) were more prominent in the IOT injury model than after milder peripheral injury.
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GO-analysis of genes that are up- and down-regulated in injured neurons. GO-analysis was carried out for genes that were identified as upregulated or downregulated in injured neurons relative to uninjured neurons; all significantly enriched terms are shown. Upregulated genes were enriched in GO-terms such as developmental process, system development, nervous system development, cell motility and cell adhesion. By contrast, down regulated genes were enriched in GO-terms related to neural function including synaptic signaling, regulation of sodium transport, regulation of transmembrane potential, action potential, sensory representation of pain.
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Figure 6. Injured neurons revert to an uninjured transcriptional state. Representative triple label ISH showing sections from Atf3-IRES-Cre mice where a subset of peripheral neurons has been transduced by AAV9-CAG-flex-tdTomato; (a) Before injury (Control), (b) 7 days and (c,d) 21 days after IOT. Upper panels show staining for Atf3 (green) and tdTomato (red): before injury no positive cells were detected; day 7 most tdTomato positive neurons also expressed Atf3; day 21 about half the tdTomato positive neurons were Atf3-negative. Note because of the viral approach not all Atf3-positive cells expressed tdTomato. Lower panels show the same images but include expression of Calca or Scn10a (blue) demonstrating that these genes are rarely co-expressed with Atf3 but are regularly found in cells labeled by tdTomato but not Atf3, arrowheads (c,d) point to tdTomato-positive cells which also express (c) Calca or (d) Scn10a. Scale-bar = 100 μm; see Supplementary file 1 for quantitation and statistical analysis.
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Generation and characterization of Atf3-IRES-Cre mice. (a) Scale representation of the Atf3 gene (5’ to 3’ left to right); exons shown boxed with coding sequence black and the targeted Cas9 cleavage site in the non-coding 3’ regions indicated. The targeting construct and targeted locus are shown below: gray box, IRES, yellow box Cre. Positive founders were identified by diagnostic nested PCR. (b) Representative images of triple label ISH of sections through the trigeminal ganglion. Left panel before injury neurons (Tubb3-positive, blue) did not express Atf3 (red) or Cre (green). 2 days after IOT surgery a subset of trigeminal neurons were now positive for Atf3. As expected, all Atf3 cells also expressed Cre; scale-bar = 100 μm. See also Figure 6 demonstrating Cre-recombinase activity in this line.
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